
Cleaning And Protecting Your Platinum Jewelry
 

Are Pandora jewelry pieces truly sterling silver or gold? Pandora is well known for supplying

a wide assortment of hand-made and contemporary jewelry, which the company states is

jewelry fashioned from high quality and authentic materials, such as solid 925-silver metal.

However, when you read through the fine print on their website, it appears that Pandora

jewelry is not really made of silver or gold, but is rather made of "bismuth-bonded" gold

plating. Many consumers have expressed confusion about Pandora jewelry's origin, and

whether or not it should be classified as "real" jewelry or simply jewelry plated with gold. 

 

If the jewelry has a color other than "white", it is most likely not real jewelry. It is most likely

gold plated, and therefore it cannot be classified as authentic jewelry. The same can be said

about Pandora earrings. If they have an appearance similar to "pearls" or "stones", it is most

likely not an original "real" earring--it is likely a "replica" or "faux" earring. In this instance, it is

best to avoid purchasing any piece of Pandora jewelry online, unless you want to purchase

earrings with the same appearance (e.g., a matching pair for each ear). In order to clarify this

issue even further, remember that Pandora earrings are not "ears" in the classic sense; thus,

one should not confuse them with traditional earrings--only high quality, authentic "ears"

made of solid gold or silver can be worn in a proper manner by a woman. 

 

Furthermore, it is also important to note that silver plated jewelry is not really silver at all.

Many consumers have been mislead into believing that silver or gold plated shower tools or

jewelry pieces will shine when placed in a bath or shower, especially those made of solid

gold. This is untrue! Because silver does not shine like gold and is not considered good

hygiene when dealing with metal, silver jewelry should never come into contact with anything

having an appearance similar to it in order to ensure proper cleaning and care. 

 

When purchasing or wearing diamond jewelry, it is always important to pay attention to the

"cut" or style of the gemstone. Jewelry For example, a fancy shape diamond should never be

set next to a round piece of gold-plated silver or gold chain, or vice versa. This is because

the fancy shape will be scratched or damaged easily. It is also important to remember that

while diamonds can be set on either silver or gold links, they should never be set next to

other precious gemstones. As previously stated, it is always best to stick to solid gold or

silver plated pieces whenever possible. 

 

Finally, there are some final guidelines regarding the use of platinum jewelry in and around

water. Although platinum is highly durable and scratch resistant, it is still quite soft by nature,

and should never come into contact with water for any length of time. While it is perfectly fine

to use a silver sponge to clean a ring's setting, avoid using any sponge or brush to clean the

shine off of a diamond necklace. The only possible problem with this is that a small amount

of gold could be found on the ring's setting. Even if the gold was "hard," it would still have to

go through the same process as sterling silver when it came into contact with water. 
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The best protection for platinum jewelry comes not from cleaning or protecting itself, but from

carefully maintaining the piece over time. A mild shampoo or soap used for washing dishes is

fine for cleaning the shine on your platinum jewelry. Scrubbing hard with a toothbrush is not

recommended, as this could scratch or damage the gemstone's finish. Also, avoid touching

the tarnish at all, as touching the tarnish will also damage the shine. If you must, always wipe

the tarnish off of your jewelry before putting it away or storing it away for years. 


